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Chapter 5 
The Freedom of the Press: Comics, Labor and Value in the Birmingham Arts Lab 
 
Maggie Gray 
 
“The freedom of the press belongs to those who control the press.” (See Red 
Women’s Workshop c.1976) 
 
Introduction 
 
 There is a tendency in comics studies, and the formalist and structuralist approaches 
that dominate it, to treat comics as discrete “texts” abstracted from the social contexts of 
their production and processes of their material facture. Thus questions of labor and value, 
the relationship between the way making comics is organized and the forms of value 
ascribed to and inscribed in them, have been largely overlooked. 
 However, countervailing strands of scholarship concerned with the sociology and 
political economy of comics as cultural work, attending to the labor of numerous agents 
involved in their production; the social, technological, economic and institutional forces that 
shape it; and the way that labor is subjectively experienced and culturally evaluated, have 
become increasingly prominent. From early sporadic interventions (McAllister 1990; 
Norcliffe and Rendace 2003; Rogers 2006), this approach has become more concrete, with 
dedicated edited volumes (Brienza and Johnston 2016) and research projects accumulating 
and interpreting primary data (Woo 2015). 
 Such scholarship sits within growing critical attention to cultural work 
accompanying the consolidation of the “creative industries” as a focus of economic activity 
and public policy. Building from leading research in this area (e.g. Banks 2007; 
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Hesmondalgh and Baker 2011; McRobbie 2014), it also draws on established theoretical 
frameworks including institutional theories of art, notably Howard Becker’s concept of an 
“art world” (see Beaty 2012), and approaches in cultural sociology, such as Richard A. 
Peterson’s “production of culture perspective” (Brienza 2010), and Pierre Bourdieu’s “fields” 
of (cultural) activity (1993). This chapter engages with this approach, and asserts the 
exigency of questions of labor and value to a “critical comics studies”, by analyzing a 
particular site of comics work, the Birmingham Arts Lab Press (ALP) (1969-1982) and its 
Ar:Zak imprint, exploring its distinctive organization of cultural labor and the kinds of 
creative production thereby enabled. 
 Many of the challenges encountered in this area of study concern what Benjamin 
Woo calls the “exceptional character” of creative labor and cultural goods (2013). The 
comics world, like wider fields of art, design and media, is bisected by contradictions 
between the evaluation of cultural work as both wage labor and creative practice, and the 
symbolic objects produced as both commodities and artworks. Key to these tensions is 
autonomy, a concept in this context with strong roots in the Marxist distinction between 
unalienated and alienated labor, closely related to the commodity fetish—autonomy as the 
freedom to actively determine and take pleasure in work, and to recognize that labor and 
the social use values thereby created in its products. This stands in contrast to the 
extraction of surplus value from labor subjugated and reified in capitalist relations of 
exploitation, and the determination of the value of what is produced by exchange—a value 
from which its creators are alienated, appearing as an objective character of things rather 
than deriving from social relations between people (Marx 1976, 164-65). As noted in comics 
scholarship, the concept is itself an arena of cultural antagonism, whereby the “relative 
autonomy” experienced by creative workers in post-industrial economies serves as an 
ideological gloss for both the intensifying precarization of cultural labor within work’s 
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general neoliberal restructuring (Woo 2015), and the siloing of cultural capital through 
social exclusion from creative practice (Johnston 2016). 
 This chapter draws on historical research into the ALP and Ar:Zak, the aspirations 
and experiences of those involved, to interrogate the levels of autonomy realized. Locating 
it concretely within broader socio-political contexts, it scopes the degree to which the ALP’s 
distinctive co-operative formation was determined by its foundation in the Arts Lab 
movement and broader countercultural efforts to socialize the means of cultural production, 
as well as its connections to the ensuing community arts and alternative press movements. 
Further, it frames this reconfiguration of creative practice in relation to wider political aims 
to create alternative participatory-democratic institutions contesting capitalist social 
organization and hegemonic power. In doing so, it echoes Nicole Cohen’s argument for “a 
Marxist political economy of cultural work … concerned with the dynamics of the labor-
capital relation” and the “contradictions that structure this relationship” (2017, 39), agreeing 
that cultural work under capitalism is different but not exceptional, remaining a site of 
struggle between antagonistic interests. It therefore turns to Marx’s theory of alienation, 
exploitation and the commodity. 
 In advocating a Marxist conception of cultural labor, this chapter argues what is 
often overlooked in this vein of comics studies is the relationship between struggles over the 
organization of labor and the antagonistic forms of value articulated in the work produced. 
There can be a tendency in efforts to counteract formalist auteurism by spotlighting the 
collective labor enabling comics’ creation, to elide the degree to which “the formal 
properties of the comics art object,” its “textual and material surfaces,” embody struggles 
over labor and value (Brienza and Johnston 2016, 2, 7). Where attention has been paid to 
the impact of production contexts on the comics made, it has tended to focus on content and 
the ideologies thereby articulated, rather than material and visual form. This chapter 
therefore equally draws on Marxist aesthetic theory to examine how struggles over labor 
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and value enacted in this site of production are registered in the very form of the comics 
produced. 
 
The Arts Lab Movement 
 
 The Arts Lab movement has received relatively little attention in critical accounts of 
the UK counterculture, and similarly, both the alternative press movement in which the 
ALP was situated, and the British underground/alternative comics scene of which Ar:Zak 
was part, have a marginal presence in academic study. It is therefore necessary to 
reconstruct these nested contexts to identify their specific configuration of creative labor 
and the impact of wider structural tensions. 
 Arts Labs, a network of countercultural arts co-operatives that sprouted across the 
UK in the late 1960s, have been described as one of the most important cultural innovations 
of that era (Everitt 1999, 20). As detailed elsewhere (Gray 2017, 35-40), the movement 
began with the setting up of the first Arts Laboratory in London’s Covent Garden—an 
abandoned warehouse transformed into a multi-purpose arts space, doubling as a hippie 
crash-pad. The aim was to produce a site for creative production and consumption that 
would be self-determining and co-operatively managed, accessible and anti-hierarchical, 
experimental and interdisciplinary. There was a strong emphasis on autonomy in and across 
different artforms, enabling artists to play with various materials and media and transgress 
disciplinary borders by sharing knowledge and resources within a collaborative community. 
The Lab thus screened experimental cinema, exhibited mixed-media visual arts and staged 
radical theatre, but also explored hybrid forms blending drama, mime and dance; film, 
installation and live art. 
 This was driven by the idea that artists should be enabled to freely create and 
disseminate work outside the restrictions of both traditional institutions and the commercial 
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market. The Lab was seen as a way to “change art … and transform relations of production” 
(Brett 1981), by rendering creative practice collectively and democratically available, and 
situating the value of art in the social experience of its making and consumption, rather than 
cultural objects bought and sold. Contesting the established arrangement and evaluation of 
cultural production meant challenging distinctions between artists and audiences, often 
through forms of spontaneity, provisionality and interactivity. Fringe theatre companies 
regularly appearing at the Lab, like The People Show, were keenly interested in 
improvisation and audience involvement, and several of the artworks exhibited were 
similarly participative, such as Roelof Louw’s Soul City, a pyramid of oranges 
dematerializing as viewers took them. 
 The Lab was thus deeply embedded in countercultural values of play, indeterminacy, 
ambiguity, collectivism and autonomy. It echoed the hippie underground’s attitudes to art 
and politics more broadly, whereby, drawing on Herbert Marcuse’s ideas, the aesthetic was 
seen to stand in critical alterity to the unfreedom of capitalist society (Stephens 1998, 98). It 
accordingly sat within a wider network of “anti-institutions” similarly run on a participatory 
democratic basis (Gray 2017, 38-39), and a sensibility that rejected the separation of art 
from day-to-day experience through both its rarefication in remote cultural institutions and 
the reification of creativity in commercial popular culture. In the late sixties underground 
there was a growing emphasis on “cultural democracy” which intensified in the 1970s, 
connected to “the idea of breaking down art into everyday life” explored by Joseph Beuys, 
Henri Lefebvre and Paolo Freire (Hope 2008, 26). 
 However, the creative autonomy of these spaces was subject to both internal and 
external pressures. As with many hippie anti-institutions, the Arts Lab’s loose unstructured 
organization led to frequent internal conflicts. There were “tensions over its use as both an 
accessible community resource and a laboratory for artistic experimentation,” and the way 
that collective decision-making was overruled (Gray 2017, 39), with a splinter group 
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breaking away to form a New London Arts Lab in 1968. The original Lab, threatened with 
eviction, closed in October 1969, while the New Lab’s building was demolished in 1971. 
However, during this period the number of Labs nationally had rapidly expanded, the 
longest running being Birmingham’s. 
 
The Birmingham Arts Lab 
 
 The Birmingham Lab was founded in 1968 by a group of artists then working at the 
city council-funded Midlands Arts Centre, frustrated by its “autocratic” administration 
(Williams 1968) and “too-sensible agenda” (Wakefield 2015) that obstructed more avant-
garde activity. They decided to organize their own collectively-managed, independent space 
where artists could work in a “creatively uninhibited environment” serving as a community 
social and cultural center (Birmingham Arts Laboratory Fund 1968). In January 1969 they 
procured an old youth center on Tower Street in the working class district of Newtown. A 
former gym became a cinema and theatre, with cast-off cinema seating installed and a 
projection box crafted from materials stolen from local building sites (Wakefield 2015). 
Later, expansion into lower floors provided a studio for rehearsals, performances and 
exhibitions, and spaces rented to local artists. Like the original Lab, it doubled as an 
“artistic commune” with people sleeping in the storerooms, water tank, and even the spaces 
between floors (The Birmingham Arts Lab 1998). 
 Programming was diverse and ambitious, featuring fringe theatre, international art 
house film, experimental music, poetry readings and alternative comedy, alongside 
compound work fusing dance, film, spoken word, installation, light and sound. Participation 
and accessibility were paramount, seen in off-site events and festivals, collaborations with 
local arts organizations and community groups, and, above all, in the open workshops in 
everything from interactive environmental performance to painting. Notably, several key 
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figures involved in Ar:Zak and the ALP were drawn into the Lab via these workshops. Suzy 
Varty joined the dance workshop, while Hunt Emerson participated in Jolyon Laycock’s 
sound workshop and activities like 1972’s Anti-Symphony, involving clanging bits of metal 
miked up to amps and speakers. While these were among the “most peculiar events” of his 
life, “daft nonsense … obscure for the sake of it” (Emerson, personal communication with 
the author, March 24, 2018), what this kind of collaborative, interactive practice highlighted 
was the ability for cultural consumers to become producers, and the workshops were figured 
as a way to make the means of artistic production and presentation available to those 
typically excluded. Thus the theatre workshop was committed to staging plays by local 
writers, and the film workshop was a crucible for the Birmingham Film Co-op, providing 
resources, training and funding for local filmmakers and community organizations. 
 Like its predecessors, the Birmingham Lab therefore aimed to be a center of 
autonomous avant-garde cultural production as a result of being a self-managed, not-for-
profit co-operative. It aimed to create an inclusive “community in the Arts” in which anyone 
could get involved, making “the often expensive equipment required by the experimental 
artist” publically available (Birmingham Arts Laboratory 1970). This was seen to have a 
social benefit for local communities and a wider political value as part of efforts towards 
participatory democracy. For key member Peter Stark, communal involvement in artistic 
work enabled people to “release their own personal creativity” and thereby develop “an 
awareness of … the possibilities for greater control of their own life”—fostering a broader 
political autonomy (in The Birmingham Arts Lab 1998). This included significant feminist 
activity, with a Women’s Art Group (WAG) staging exhibitions and mail art events, and 
the Lab was also affiliated to The West Indian Narrative, a group evolving a distinct Afro-
Caribbean aesthetic. It was thus embedded in wider social movements and the larger 
community arts movement of the 1970s, which developed underground ambitions to contest 
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cultural hegemony by putting the means of symbolic production in the hands of wider 
groups of people (Grosvenor and Macnab 2015, 131). 
 Although initially self-funded, with constant financial problems, the Birmingham 
Lab owed much of its longevity to funding from public bodies. Stark sat on the New 
Activities Committee of the Arts Council of Great Britain (ACGB), as well as its successor, 
the Experimental Projects Committee. Through dogged effort, the Lab managed to obtain 
money for specific initiatives, general funding to cover running costs and capital grants for 
equipment, from both the ACGB and the regional association West Midlands Arts (WMA). 
However, in return its organization gradually became more formalized, registering as a 
charity, with full-time administrators appointed in 1973, and a managing board established 
in 1976. In 1977 it moved to a larger premises on Gosta Green within the Aston University 
campus, financed by c. £100,000 of funding from WMA and the British Film Institute (The 
Observer 1977). The renovated site had a newly-equipped cinema space and expanded music 
workshop, but a proposed performance area never materialized, and focus became 
concentrated on film. In 1982 it was finally merged with the university’s Centre for the Arts 
into the Triangle Arts Centre. 
 
The Arts Lab Press 
 
 Many participants retrospectively bemoaned the move as diluting the Lab’s 
commitment to autonomous, anti-hierarchical self-management, reproducing the 
institutional constraints that had spurred its creation, and quashing the liberating 
atmosphere of creative mayhem embodied in the ramshackle Tower Street space. However, 
one area that seemed to maintain its “chaotic, wild, noisy and shambolic” character was the 
ALP, installed in a crumbling old shop next to a pub (Emerson, personal communication 
with the author, March 24, 2018). 
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 While several other Labs had printing workshops screen-printing posters and 
duplicating schedules, the Birmingham Lab was distinctive in founding its own Press with 
substantial reprographic capabilities. In 1969 a silkscreen operation producing Lab publicity 
was set up, selling its services to the students’ union and local music promoters to cover 
costs, followed by loan of a small offset duplicator for printing programs. Downstairs 
expansion in 1972 saw a dedicated silkscreen space used by Ernie Hudson, Bob Linney and 
Ken Meharg to create eye-popping posters for Lab events. Former showers were converted 
into a dark room, with a large photographic enlarger laid on its back and used in reverse as 
a camera. This supported the photography workshop, but also enabled halftone screening, 
color separation and printing plate production. Alongside a second-hand A4 offset printer—
a “rattling old Multilith … held together by faith and elastic bands” (Emerson, personal 
communication with the author, March 24, 2018)—an independent press could therefore be 
established, able to produce a range of high-quality print matter, cheaply, quickly and in 
considerable runs. 
 Its primary function was to print the Lab’s quarterly programs, leaflets and posters, 
alongside workshop materials like poetry zines and music scores—in many ways holding its 
existence as a multi-disciplinary arts space together. But it furthermore operated as a 
community printshop, supplementing the Lab’s income by offering resources and services to 
local bands, community organizations, and activist groups. As Emerson put it, “we printed 
and helped produce many different community magazines, newsletters, etc. with a more 
sympathetic approach than a normal commercial printer” (2018). This situated it within a 
larger network of community printshops and printing co-ops that had sprung up in the 
1970s with the rise of urban community activism and supporting a range of social 
movements and protest groups (Baines 2016, 83-96). Overlapping with the community arts 
movement, community printshops aimed to challenge the commercial industry by making 
reproductive technologies more democratically accessible through collectivized control and 
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diffusing technical knowledge. They were also closely tied to the alternative press 
movement, similarly aimed at demystifying and socializing communications media and 
enabling grassroots cultural expression—as Jonathan Zeitlyn argued in a DIY print 
manual, “when people learn to print they realise … the printer can also be the writer; there 
is no magic about the printed word” (1980, 58). The ALP was listed in directories of 
community presses, and had close links to the alternative press movement, printing local 
paper Street Press, co-founded by Midlands Alternative Press Syndicate’s initiator John 
Keetley, who worked as the Lab’s design and publicity coordinator from 1972-1973. 
 
Ar:Zak 
 
 In 1974 Hunt Emerson, then working as a printer at Birmingham Polytechnic, took 
over Hudson’s paid position operating the Lab’s A4 litho, which he began to use to run off 
copies of his own comics. The following year he replaced Keetley overseeing design, layout 
and darkroom duties, and Martin Reading came in to run the press, later joined in 1976 by 
printer Dave Hatton and a larger A3 Rotaprint offset machine. Together with writer and 
actor Paul Fisher, Emerson and Reading set up the comics imprint, Ar:Zak, under the 
ALP’s remit. They brought in a group of comics artists, many from the counterculture, 
underground comix and the alternative press, including Suzy Varty, who’d helped establish 
the Newcastle Arts Lab before moving to Birmingham and co-founding Street Press with 
Keetley, and Chris Welch, previously involved with underground papers Oz and IT and 
their comix offshoots COzmic Comics and Nasty Tales. 
 Ar:Zak’s first comic was a pilot copy of the anthology Streetcomix, included as a 
supplement in poetry zine Street Poems in 1976. Its success led to five further issues 
showcasing a diverse range of work: from Ar:Zak members (Emerson, Varty, Welch, Steve 
Berridge, and Pokkettz aka. Graham Higgins); underground cartoonists like Mike Weller 
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and J.C. Moody; alternative press illustrators like Steve Bell and Clifford Harper; and 
creators from the wider alternative comics scene like Bryan Talbot and Angus McKie. They 
also produced several one-off anthologies, including the UK’s first all-women title, Heroïne, 
put together by Varty, the ALP’s only female member.1 Varty was involved in WAG’s Lab 
activity and the women’s liberation movement more broadly, and had links with Trina 
Robbins and US women’s comix—Heroïne including work by both WAG members and 
Robbins. Ar:Zak also put out a series of cheap “microcomiks” by Varty, Weller, Pokkettz, 
Bonk (aka. Alecks Waszynko), Damien Ledwich and Mike Matthews, and sold their services 
to others to print their own anthologies, including David Noon’s Moon Comix and 
Matthews’s Napalm Kiss. 
 Ar:Zak thus was part of a wider “movement of independent comics publishers” 
(Emerson, personal communication with the author, March 24, 2018) with roots in the 
underground press. Their aim was to devise and publish as many comics as they could, 
without restrictions as to subject, theme, genre or graphic style (Emerson, personal 
communication with the author, March 24, 2018; Varty, personal communication with the 
author, March 1, 2018), enabling the dissemination of work “in a less commercial vein than 
that usually associated with the comics medium” (Streetcomix #2 1976, 3). As well as 
providing resources and media for cartoonists to print and circulate their work, Ar:Zak also 
organized two “Konventions of Alternative Komiks” gathering the alternative comics scene 
together, the first held at Tower Street in 1976. These provided a space to discuss issues of 
shared concern, including distribution, finance and sexism, as well as hosting talks, 
exhibitions, workshops and collaborative jams. Ar:Zak printed special convention programs, 
KAK Komix and KAK’77, and follow-up reports and jam outcomes were printed in 
Streetcomix, which also reviewed other alternative, indie and fanzine publications. 
 
Alternative Organization 
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 Ar:Zak can therefore be seen as embedded in and sustaining an alternative comics 
movement committed to creating comics free from the constraints of the commercial field 
with respect to content and form, artistic development and innovation, access to resources 
and sociality. As an imprint it sat in stark contrast to the commercial publishers of the time, 
and the production of popular media more broadly, in terms of structural factors and 
organizational practices shaping the work produced. 
 Mainstream British comics publishing, concentrated in the hands of a few companies 
like IPC and DC Thomson, was highly rationalized. Strict production schedules were 
maintained, and costs and prices kept low, through a quasi-Fordist division of labor between 
scriptwriters, illustrators, letterers, designers, etc., and a separation between freelancers 
employed on a work-for-hire basis paid by the page, and salaried in-house editorial, 
administrative, managerial and technical staff. Legal ownership of work was transferred to 
the publisher and creator anonymity was often strictly enforced, primarily to mitigate pay 
demands. At DC Thomson trade union membership was forbidden (Sabin 1993, 33). 
Content and visual style needed to be commercially viable, and were therefore governed by 
formulaic conventions and conservative standards, tied to what was deemed marketable to 
and appropriate for an assumed juvenile audience. This was underpinned by law in the form 
of the 1955 Children and Young Persons (Harmful Publications) Act, which, although 
rarely enforced, included similar restrictions to the United States Comics Code, and 
bolstered by the need to attract and maintain advertising revenues, as well as mechanisms of 
distribution, with major wholesalers like WH Smith refusing to carry “magazines which 
didn’t project careful marketing or social respectability” (Norch n.d.). 
 Ar:Zak operated in a very different organizational context. It had a much less 
pronounced specialization of labor, with contributors able to get involved in its organization 
and have input across production stages, within an informal, non-hierarchical structure. 
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Artists were credited and retained copyright but received little or no payment. They had 
more creative control, with fewer gatekeeping restrictions or editorial limitations, and more 
flexible deadlines, allowing for a diversity of content and styles, and formal 
experimentation. This was connected to an intended adult readership, also allowing for the 
exploration of political and contentious topics, including issues of gender, sexuality, class, 
ecology, and racism. Being less profit driven meant Ar:Zak could also challenge readers, 
most notably with Heroïne, intended “as a forum for women artists to exercise their 
imaginations, rather than those of a male audience” (Streetcomix #6 1978, 33). This open, 
heterodox approach was enabled by distribution through underground publisher and 
wholesaler Hassle Free Press, and PDC, a distribution co-operative set up to support the 
alternative press movement. Ar:Zak titles were therefore sold through an alternative 
network of comic shops, science fiction bookstores and radical bookshops, as well as being 
available directly via mail order. In turn, these shops provided revenue by advertising in 
Ar:Zak publications, along with alternative papers like Undercurrents and The Leveller. 
Ar:Zak and the ALP’s situation within the overlapping networks of the alternative comics 
and alternative press movements was further underscored by the fact the Lab ran a 
magazine stall stocking local and alternative publications, expanding to its own bookshop. 
 
Co-operation vs. Alienation 
 
 Ar:Zak’s publishing practice, as part of these wider alternative cultural fields, was 
therefore constructed in critical opposition to established conditions of comics work. This 
was enabled by the ALP’s specific organizational framework, shaped by the communalist 
principles of the wider Lab, itself situated within broader efforts towards participatory-
democratic cultural production. In Raymond Williams’s terms, the Press can be seen to 
have instituted an alternative form of communications through applying a co-operative 
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rather than instrumental rationality, based on collective ownership, self-management, 
communal use and autonomy (Fuchs 2017, 745-47). The degree of creative autonomy 
Ar:Zak offered to its contributors and users thus hinged on the degree of autonomy those 
working at the Press had over their labor and its outcomes. As Emerson put it, “the Arts 
Lab was a very congenial place to work … We ran ourselves … and we had control of this 
Resource” (2018). As such, it can be read as part of efforts to move away from alienated 
forms of mass cultural work towards less alienated forms of artistic practice. 
 From a Marxist perspective, within capitalist commodity production alienation is 
experienced as four broad relations: workers are alienated from each other (separated yet 
interchangeable); from what is produced (in which their input is abstracted and disguised); 
from their productive activity (which is subjugated, homogenized and reified); and from 
human species-being (the way we creatively transform the world to meet our needs) 
(Ollman 1976, 131-52). At the ALP work was not organized along a disassociated and 
hierarchized division of labor—like the Lab at large it was “run by the people who work 
creatively in it” (Birmingham Arts Laboratory 1970). Within Ar:Zak cartoonists did layout 
and paste-up, writers and artists were editors, editors made printing plates, printers were 
administrators, and, as in the Lab generally, administration itself was “kept to a minimum 
and done by the people who it affects” (ibid.). As part of a self-governing artists’ community 
that jointly determined their own labor and worked across roles and disciplines, they were 
therefore less alienated from each other. This emphasis on work as a social practice was 
inscribed in the comics produced, as seen in Figure 5.1, the inside cover of Streetcomix #6, 
which used a full page to present the Ar:Zak collective of drawists and boogiers, wordists 
and noise makers, printers and bikers. 
 
<Figure 5.1> 
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 With this collaborative determination of the whole process of production, rather 
than routinized, fragmented, reified activity subject to external direction, they were less 
alienated from the work produced. The difference between this and mainstream production 
contexts was represented in “The Dottytone Saga” by Mike Weller (see Figure 5.2). An 
underground cartoonist, whose work is refused by a professional art agency, blags his way 
into a job as a ghost assistant, inking the work of a comics “star” whose strips have been 
licensed on a ridiculous array of merchandising. His own work in making these commodities 
remains invisible and abstracted, until his pen leaks all over the cartoonist’s “dottytone” 
artwork and can’t be removed. By contrast, Weller’s’ own idiosyncratic underground 
drawing and application of patterned screentone is prominent and attributed, the concrete 
labor that has gone into producing the strip reflexively highlighted—including not only the 
cartoonist’s labor, but that of the wider Ar:Zak team of designers and printers. 
 
<Figure 5.2> 
 
 Because this work was co-operatively controlled, and organized more for the 
intrinsic value of the process (the development of artistic aptitudes and affective pleasures of 
creative expression), rather than instrumentally objectified and subjected to the 
maximization of surplus value, participants were less alienated from their activity. For 
Emerson, his time at the Lab “was the most fun I’ve ever had at work” (in Walker 2014), 
and the playfulness and adventurousness of Ar:Zak’s approach to cultural production was 
seen in their experimental attitude to both the visual style of the work published, and its 
material form, the way it was printed. All told, this meant involvement in cultural 
production at Ar:Zak and the ALP was closer to a form of labor aligned to human needs for 
creative praxis, subjective affirmation and the development of “free mental and physical 
energy” through differentiated and fulfilling activity (Marx 1959). 
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 Crucially this was work which didn’t feel like work, as Varty put it “work with … 
the Press was never ‘work’ for me, it was just what I did” (2018). Emerson “valued the 
freedom and the creativity” which made it “better than working a real job” (2018). However, 
like many of those involved in Arts Labs, access to this autonomous creative practice in part 
depended on gaining an income by other means. Both Emerson and Varty took on 
commercial freelance illustration and design projects while working at the Lab, potentially 
facilitated by the skills and experience gained. Such commissions became Emerson’s “night 
job” and he ultimately left the paid position at the Press in 1979 to freelance professionally 
full-time. Varty, who also worked at a feminist playgroup, took over, but left herself to take 
on more freelancing, “mainly because of being a single parent” (2018). The hidden 
subsidizing of its activities by low wages, and even voluntary wage cuts to “help the Lab get 
through tough patches” (Emerson, personal communication with the author, March 24, 
2018), was identified in the Lab’s 1972-73 application to the ACGB as the main way it was 
keeping afloat (Burt 1973), a situation not unique in the Arts Lab and community arts 
movements. 
 Thus the ALP remained situated within the wider structural antagonism of labor 
and capital and generalized relations of exploitation, even while it contested them. Emerson 
and Varty’s experience of work at the Lab as “not work—as fun or leisure” (Woo 2015, 62), 
in some ways relates to the romanticized ideology of the bohemian working for love 
mobilized alongside increasing casualization in the creative industries since the 1970s. In 
the post-Fordist shift to globalized flexible accumulation, “relative autonomy” over the 
creative process experienced by freelancers is exchanged for the extraction of surplus value 
through increasing unpaid labor time, offloading financial risks and costs to workers, and 
intensifying competition between them resulting in downward pressure on wages. This is 
combined with aggressive copyright strategies and intensified exploitation of intellectual 
property through transmedia syndication and licensing (Cohen 2017, 51-54). Subjective 
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autonomy and high levels of affective engagement in creative labor thus become a 
mechanism for self-exploitation, mystifying the “sacrificial labor” of the artist (Ross 2003, 
142) and masking expropriative economic dynamics and antagonistic social relations. 
 
Art into Everyday Life—Ar:Zak as a Comics Workshop 
 
 However, Ar:Zak was distinct from this piecework model of exploitation central to 
the commercial comics industry, in terms of not only the levels of creative autonomy 
facilitated, but the ascription of copyright to contributors and commitment to the 
distribution of surplus values. Moreover, while retaining copyright can be related to forms 
of authorial proprietorship that occlude social production—distinguishing imaginative art 
from technical craft—Ar:Zak’s countercultural attitudes to technology and its aims of 
realizing social ownership of the mechanical means of cultural production undermined the 
use of bourgeois ideologies of artistic autonomy to identify only the concrete labor of 
content-providers as auteurs, masking their imbrication in relations of exploitation. 
 Offset lithography, prevalent in commercial printing at the time, required 
substantial capital investment, and the industry was therefore monopolized by a few large 
companies. This contributed to the restrictions facing alternative media—seen in the fact 
hippie papers often had to switch printers as a result of police harassment or refusals to 
handle contentious material. For comics artists, going to a commercial printer meant 
making “large, unmanageable, expensive print runs” (Emerson, personal communication 
with the author, March 24, 2018), which equally impinged production of experimental or 
controversial work, or self-published projects altogether. For many, the only way to get 
comics printed independently was to appropriate “day job” office facilities to make very 
limited runs, with Emerson, for example, “sneaking poor ghostly photocopies” of his 
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underground-inspired Large Cow Comix while working at a prison, until he was discovered 
and reprimanded (2018). 
 Having access to “the means of production” as both Emerson (2013) and Varty 
(2018) term it, was thus crucially important in enabling the publication of comics outside 
restrictive publishing standards. With an open call for contributions, Streetcomix was 
“inundated with submissions, some of them very good, none of them commercial” (Emerson, 
personal communication with the author, March 24, 2018), and able to encourage work 
from artists who would struggle to find a place in the commercial industry either because 
their visual style was too unorthodox, their subject matter taboo, or just because they lacked 
technical accomplishment. 
 Thus, having access to the capability to independently print work meant Ar:Zak 
could make the means of cultural production more democratically accessible—intimately 
connected to the ALP’s wider affiliation to the community arts movement. Emerson has 
argued it was this approach to comics publication, and the working methods developed at 
Ar:Zak, that made them “well placed as a community press” (2018). In many ways the Press 
was a print workshop, enabling people not only to print their own publications outside 
commercial restrictions, but to participate in printing as a design practice itself. This was 
crucial in that it extended autonomy not only in terms of the “idea creation” stages of 
cultural production but stages of reproduction. This stood in stark contrast to commercial 
practices in which the “relative autonomy” apportioned to workers involved in areas of 
ideation and expression that resist abstraction are counterbalanced by “tightening control 
over the reproduction, distribution and circulation of cultural commodities” (Cohen 2017, 
45), subjecting in-house technical and administrative workers to rationalization. 
 The organization of work at Ar:Zak and the ALP meant conventional hierarchies of 
mental and manual labor, imaginative conception and mechanical execution, entrenched as 
part of the immanent drive to increase surplus value, were contested. Cartoonists like 
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Emerson and Varty were able to also work as designers and print technicians, and printing 
itself was reconfigured as an artistic activity concretely visible in the work produced. The 
same transdisciplinary, experimental approach found in wider Lab activities was taken to 
printing. According to Emerson, the “printing press was part of the creative process” and 
the group pushed their machinery to its limits, doing things not supposed possible: 
 
People would push the boundaries because they had the opportunity to do so … We 
were printing from photographic negative on to metal plates, and we used to work 
on the negatives, scratching out and painting ... We’d be getting effects in the 
drawings, collaging things with feathers and bits of rubbish, ... playing around and 
experimenting (Emerson 2013). 
 
An example of this was “Ice Age” (Figure 5.3). The artwork for this apocalyptic tale of 
ecological devastation included cut up scraps of type strewn across pages combining 
scratchy cartooning with collages of such experimental dark room material, including 
images of a feather and a piece of cheesecloth. 
 
<Figure 5.3> 
 
 This centrality of the printing press to the degree of affective engagement in 
creative labor enabled at Ar:Zak was equally demonstrated in Fisher’s Streetcomix editorials, 
written under the pseudonym Mr Hepf. In issue #3 he becomes tangibly entwined with the 
machinery: 
 
Mr Hepf rises from his multilith multiberth, pulling his inky oily fingers through his 
blond:brown hair … he inks his roller, takes his first sticky bite into his cold:kipper 
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muesli sandwich and plugs in … his life spans so many print runs and will 
encompass many more … Such is Mr Hepf. Groaning bodily over centre spreads … 
Making plates to eat his dinners … He rises with the machine and sinks when it 
pauses (Streetcomix #3 1977, 40). 
 
Ownership of the press was therefore an essential part of the autonomy enjoyed at Ar:Zak, 
“a rare and exciting opportunity” that meant they could “design and publish comics exactly 
as we wanted” (Emerson, personal communication with the author, March 24, 2018). 
 Transcending the division between “artistic” and “technical” labor was a key part of 
the Arts Lab ethos, distributing expertise as a way of both improving art (through 
collaborative, interdisciplinary experimentation) and democratizing culture and media. 
Many of the other workshops shared this outlook—in film “much of the enjoyment … lay in 
the raw mechanics” (Wakefield 2015). Ambitions for the 3D design workshop hinged on 
“bridging the gap between industrially available technology and the arts,” challenging the 
ways new media technologies were being applied in contemporary art “superficially and 
with little or no understanding” (Birmingham Arts Laboratory 1970). 
 Integrating creative expression and technical know-how was an essential aspect of 
the workshop model central to the wider community arts and alternative press movements 
and ambitions for cultural democracy. By actively transferring knowledge and skills within 
communities it was hoped to “break down the barriers between professionals and audiences 
and [question] the autonomy of the artist,” so art could escape its rarefication and “become 
an integral part of everyday life,” thereby transforming social reality (Grosvenor and 
Macnab 2015, 117). At the heart of the workshop ideal was the conviction creative practice 
could be taught and learned, “an implicit demystification of any kind of activity that has 
been seen historically as the preserve of an elite or a clique whose ‘talent’ or gifts are 
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accepted as intuitive, natural and thus unassailable” (Long, Baig-Clifford, and Shannon 
2013, 382). 
 Ar:Zak itself can therefore be seen as a comics workshop, similarly aimed at using 
social ownership of the means of production to make skills of fabrication and channels of 
communication more democratically available, enabling consumers to become producers. 
This echoed Walter Benjamin’s argument for a functional transformation of the apparatus 
of cultural production, by renouncing the positioning of art as an exceptional activity and 
“promoting the socialization of the intellectual means of production” (2008, 93) then being 
rediscovered by the poster workshops and community printshops of the wider alternative 
press movement (Baines 2016, 76). It equally reflected the aims of the Arts Lab movement 
itself towards less alienated forms of both cultural production and consumption, through 
more reciprocal interactions between artist and audience and a more active and socialized 
aesthetic experience (Mészáros 1972, 205-10). 
 
Beyond Industrial Heteronomy and the Autonomy of Art 
 
 Yet by pointing towards the supersession of art as a separate sphere and the 
extension of creative autonomy into everyday life, including implicitly all forms of work, the 
co-operative workshop model had a larger political aspect. Ambitions towards cultural 
democracy were seen as deeply embedded in broader insistence on implementing 
participatory democracy in all areas of life, and its imaginative, affective transformation. 
This differentiates the autonomy of the ALP from the bourgeois ideology of artistic 
autonomy. Ar:Zak therefore doesn’t fit neatly into Rogers’s (2006) conception of a 
continuum between “industrial” and “artisanal” modes of comics production,2 or the related 
distinction between heteronomous or autonomous fields, drawn from Bourdieu, applied by 
Beaty and others. 
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 Ar:Zak contested industrial commercial practices in its transformation of established 
conditions of alienated labor, moving closer to the creative freedom of “artisanal” 
production. However, this wasn’t by aligning comics production with an autonomous 
principle favoring the individual artistic genius and singular artwork founded on a romantic 
model of authorship—as seen in later alternative scenes fetishizing the hand-made and 
recondite, and shoring up the status of the comics auteur and auratic work (see Beaty 2007). 
Ar:Zak instead combined artistic experimentation with an alternative co-operative mode of 
production aiming to challenge cultural hegemony exercised through economies of scale. As 
Emerson characterized it, their work was “a kind of step between commercial printing and 
self-publishing” (2013) using social ownership of industrial reproductive technologies to 
publish titles in higher print runs. Ar:Zak by no means competed at the level of mainstream 
comics publishing (or even other alternative comics like Talbot’s Brainstorm) in terms of 
numbers of copies, printing 3-4,000 (occasionally up to 9,000) copies of their titles, 
distributing c. 1,500 and selling between 500 and 1,000 (Emerson, personal communication 
with the author, March 24, 2018; Walker 2014)—about 1/25 the scale of mainstream runs, 
and 1/3 of nationally-distributed undergrounds. However, they were still operating at a 
higher capacity than self-publishing and fanzine levels, where individuals struggled to 
produce more than a few hundred copies. 
 The emphasis thus was not on producing work for a narrow audience with high 
levels of cultural capital by claiming comics as commensurate to high art, but enabling those 
excluded from making print culture and media to do so through collective pooling of 
resources. Within the context of the wider Lab, this was part of aims to integrate artistic 
practice into the everyday lives of a wider community, offering young people in particular 
“the opportunity to extend their awareness through their own creativity,” as producers as 
well as consumers of popular culture (Birmingham Arts Laboratory 1970). 
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 Ar:Zak’s purpose as a comics workshop was therefore not to realign comics 
publishing as a gentrified autonomous art practice, but like other community workshops to 
“seize control of the means of production” in order to reconfigure the organization of 
cultural labor on a democratic participatory basis (Long, Baig-Clifford, and Shannon 2013, 
382). This included contesting the forms of value attributed to the work produced. Just as 
the co-operative logic of the workshop model suggested a mode of production beyond 
oppositions of a heteronomous culture industry and autonomous bourgeois art world, it 
similarly aimed to “intervene in and challenge habitual modes of representation” (382), 
equally experimenting with distinctions between mass cultural commodities and esoteric 
artworks to explore the possibilities for a popular art. 
 
Artwork vs Commodity: The Art-Capital Contradiction 
 
 As Cadrette argues, the underground had “sought to develop comix as a uniquely 
expressive form of artistic practice, rather than just a means of generating profit” (2016, 
104), constructing alternative criteria of evaluation. Positing comics as an artform rather 
than mass cultural commodity ascribed to them an antithetical kind of value, derived from 
the situation of artistic labor outside the rationality of socially necessary labor time 
(Spaulding and Denby 2015). The labor of making “art” arguably cannot be reified, 
homogenized and thereby rendered exchangeable, and its value is therefore measured 
differently, in effect on the terms of its own uselessness. Detaching comics from commercial 
forms of production in which they are subsumed into capital, affiliated them with this 
distinctive, intrinsic aesthetic value resulting from art’s self-mediating autonomy, as 
opposed to the heteronomously-determined exchange value of the commodity. 
 Distancing themselves from underground comix to a degree, and influenced by 
sophisticated European adult titles like Métal Hurlant, Ar:Zak were certainly interested in 
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approaching comics as an art form, combining aims to print on as big a scale as they could 
with a commitment to high-quality reproduction, with some interior color pages as well as 
covers, on superior paper stock. This was explicitly positioned in opposition to the 
commercial “full:colour, glossy cover, hiding the guts printed badly on newsprint approach” 
(Streetcomix #4 1977, 49). For this they received criticism from within the alternative comics 
scene, facing the response at KAK “you can stick your artistic integrity up your arse” (49). 
 This artistic approach to printing was echoed by the experimental approach of the 
strips reproduced, which challenged established conventions by playing with decorative 
layouts, Op-Art patterns, wordless strips, collage, washes, cut-out shapes, incongruous 
typefaces, underprinting type and overprinting colors. Streetcomix included contributions 
pushing accepted boundaries of the comics form, such as Pokkettz’s Heath Robinson-like 
diagrams, and Jerzy Szostek’s annotated photomontage, echoing the Lab’s interdisciplinary 
approach—equally seen in non-comics material: articles by comedian John Dowie, etchings 
by Siobhan Coppinger, photography by Derek Bishton. 
 Thus Ar:Zak positioned their work in opposition to the standardization, pseudo-
individuation, mythic repetition and false harmony identified by Theodor Adorno and Max 
Horkheimer as characteristic of the culture industry’s fetishized commodities (2002, 94-
135), instead championing the non-subsumable autonomous value of comics as art.3 This 
included resisting tendencies to politically instrumentalize comics that put them at odds 
with elements of the alternative press, arguing “our medium is capable for being a vehicle 
for radical aware ideas without becoming propaganda” (Streetcomix #6 1978, 33). 
 However, this didn’t mean that their titles were situated as highbrow or abstruse. 
Many contributors, like their underground precursors, appropriated the visual styles and 
iconography of cartoon animation and early newspaper strips—Emerson owing as much to 
George Herriman’s “Krazy Kat” as Moebius’s “Arzach” (after which the imprint was named). 
This stylistic alignment with comics’ mass cultural roots was matched by narratives focused 
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on blue collar characters and everyday urban life (including alienated work), maintaining a 
fair dose of underground bad taste, sex and violence. 
 Similarly, despite commitment to quality printing, Ar:Zak titles were not presented 
as treasurable objects of aesthetic contemplation distinct from comics’ disreputable status as 
disposable ephemera. They included pull-out inserts and pin-up back covers encouraging 
physical disassembly, as well as drawing styles and printing methods emphasizing material 
facture—scratchy lines and dense hatching, large areas of screentone, stenciled type and 
erratic hand lettering, frayed edges and wonky margins. Along with frequent metafictional 
references to the acts of making comics, including submitting to Ar:Zak and printing at the 
Press, this reflexive DIY aesthetic demystified creative production in a way commensurate 
with the workshop model. As Emerson put it, “despite it being very ‘arty’ the Lab was never 
a precious, aesthetic place. We all worked very hard and at great pace and … learned to 
make design decisions on the hoof” (2018), prioritizing improvisation, experimentation and 
making do with available resources over the accomplishment or transcendental value of the 
final outcome. This worked against the autonomy of “pure art” that (like the commodity) 
concealed the work’s determination by the social context of its production, instead 
foregrounding the collaborative technical processes of its making. 
 This meant that while Ar:Zak repudiated the instrumental alienation of creative 
labor for the extraction of surplus value and the colonization of everyday life by the 
commodity form, it equally contested the bourgeois heroic myth of artistic autonomy and 
art as a mystified metaphysical practice that excluded those lacking social privilege (see 
Johnston 2016), opening comics production to groups historically marginalized from and 
within it, most notably women. Straddling the contradictory status of the comics made as 
both artworks and commodities, this offered the possibility of comics as a “fusion of popular 
art and avant-garde” (Buhle 2009: 37), an experiment in their functional transformation into 
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a contentious democratic cultural form (both communally useful and critically useless) 
undertaken in a laboratory of artistic practice. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 The contradictions of this reconfiguration of comics work and the value of the 
comics produced should be evident. The ALP used the alterity of creative labor to challenge 
alienating capitalist relations of production but remained within structural antagonisms of 
exploitation and a profit-driven market economy, its co-operative community workshop 
model navigating between and against industrial and artisanal modes. The comics made 
disputed the commodification of the creative activity that produced them by articulating the 
alternative autonomous value of comics as art, while challenging the separation of art from 
subjugated everyday life through a DIY aesthetic. These paradoxes were deeply connected 
to the contradictions of the Arts Lab itself, as a co-operative that struggled to make a 
surplus to share, where creative autonomy was predicated on low wages and voluntary 
work, and which ultimately relied on state subsidy that undermined its co-operative 
rationality and, through strategies of “repressive tolerance,” co-opted its aims towards 
cultural democracy in depoliticized, paternalistic policies as a kind of outsourced social work 
(Hope 2008, 34-6).4 
 Ultimately Ar:Zak couldn’t survive, criticized within alternative scenes as not 
“political enough” but failing to compete with mainstream publishers, they “struggled to 
find an audience” and gave away more comics than they ever sold (Emerson, personal 
communication with the author, March 24, 2018). However, while this demonstrates the 
limitations of attempts to institute small-scale co-operative organization within general 
capitalist social relations, the example of Ar:Zak, the Press, the Birmingham Lab, and Arts 
Lab movement pointed towards alternative modes of collectively organizing cultural 
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production situated in critical difference to both alienating industrial practices and 
bourgeois ideologies of art. Despite reproducing “the defects of the existing system,” they 
stood “within the old form” as an “example of the emergence of a new form” (Marx 1981, 
571) experimenting with broader possibilities for the democratic organization of work 
beyond capitalist commodity production. Situated within wider countercultural and radical 
social movements, these struggles over the autonomy of creative labor and the autonomous 
value of art were therefore embedded in broader political struggles for the socialization of 
the means of cultural production, the communalization of channels of creative expression 
and participatory-democratic social organization. Made in this context, as the outcome of 
these antagonistic social processes and interactions, the comics produced bore its imprint—
as José María Durán puts it, “the social fabric unfolds in the form given” to art (2016, 228); 
struggles over labor and value being woven into the textual and material surfaces of comics. 
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Notes 
                                                          
1 This distinguished the ALP from explicitly feminist (including women-only) poster 
workshops and printshops that saw “‘mastering’ traditional male-identified technology” as 
part of “dismantling limiting constructions of gender” (Baines 2015, 183). Varty recalls: “it 
didn’t seem strange to me to be the token woman at Ar:Zak. I was working alongside people 
I knew and we shared common beliefs”, being “actively encouraged” to produce Heroïne 
(personal communication with the author, March 1, 2018). 
2 N.B. Rogers’s “artisanal” equates more to atelier/studio practice than craft workshop 
production. 
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3 Although for Adorno the autonomous artwork is radically entwined with the fetishized 
commodity—free from use value as irreducible abstraction, it effectively becomes pure 
exchange value, immanently contradicting the commodity form by embodying it too 
absolutely, thereby revealing “everything cannot be reduced to exchange-value” (Martin 
2007, 23). 
4 This co-optation of the community arts movement itself fed into 1990s neoliberal policies 
celebrating “social inclusion” through art which disguised the intensifying “marginalization 
of women, ethnic minorities and working class from participation in cultural labour 
markets” (Oakley 2013, 57). 
